Canberra Muslim woman stopped wearing hijab for fear of being attacked

Canberra Muslim woman Nurcan Baran says she has stopped wearing her hijab for fear of being attacked.

On Thursday Speaker Bronwyn Bishop and Senate President Stephen Parry approved new interim rules to force Muslim women who cover their faces to sit in a separate glass-enclosed public gallery in Federal Parliament.

But Prime Minister Tony Abbott stepped in and asked Ms Bishop to reconsider the ruling.

Mrs Baran said the increasingly strident debate has stirred unease with Canberra's Muslim community.

The 22-year-old mother and part-time law student at the University of Canberra began thinking about wearing a hijab at 13, but did not start wearing one until she was overseas in 2012 aged 19.

The self-proclaimed "proud Muslim feminist" emphasised she chose to wear the hijab and was not forced.

"They say it is meant to stop men looking for you. It is not," she said.

"It is for that woman's own modesty and I think instead of being viewed as a tool of oppression it needs to be viewed as a woman's choice."
But Mrs Baran said she chose to stop wearing the hijab in December 2013 because of negative treatment she was receiving in Canberra.

She told <a href="http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/act/" target="_blank" title="">7.30 ACT</a> she was worried she would be attacked while out with her daughter and felt forced to take off the hijab in order to feel safe.

She said there was no difference between those forcing women to cover up and those forcing women to uncover.

"I don't think men have the right to tell women how to dress whether you are Western or from the Middle East," she said.

"I think we really need to make it clear that they really don't have that right."

But despite her stance Mrs Baran made her own decision to not wear her hijab in Canberra.

"I didn't feel self confident. I didn't want to go out. I didn't want to take my daughter for walks," she said.

"I didn't want to go back to uni, and I just kept on thinking to myself, 'how can I become a lawyer and help people if I can't even face the world?' And that's what I felt as a hijabi woman in Canberra."

Mrs Baran said she was treated differently to women who do not wear a hijab.

"When I was in labour, I went to the delivery ward uncovered because I wanted to make sure that I get the best possible treatment," she said.

"A look, a grimace, is just as bad. [It's] a look of silent judgment and it is pretty much the same as verbal abuse because you don't know what is behind that look and it stays with you.

"By itself it might be insignificant but when you go through it every single day and every time you go out it really ruins your self confidence... that was one of the reasons why I took it [the hijab] off."

Mrs Baran said she had also experienced prejudice from government officials.

"I put it down to probably she was having a bad day, we all have those and I sat down and I waited to be seen by someone else," she said.

"Then I saw her treat another person who wasn't in a hijab, much kinder."

"That was one of the first instances where I realised that this is really becoming very bad and I left the building and I cried because I felt very isolated."

But Mrs Baran said the current political climate was particularly worrying to the Canberra Muslim community.
"I knew after the election and the new Prime Minister, and the minority parties that he was backing, I knew that the climate would change in Australia," she said.

"It was in January or December when I decided to take it off, I knew that something was going to change and Islamophobia was present before then but I knew it was going to get worse."

She said she did not feel a part of Team Australia.

"Not Tony Abbott's version of Team Australia, but I do feel like I am Australian," she said.

"I think a lot of people would say that Tony Abbott's Team Australia is not the Team Australia that they want to be a part of."

<h4>'Strong us-versus-them mentality'</h4>Dentistry student and Muslim woman Rawan Hassan said the problem was being made worse by politicians and the media.

"I feel like there is a lot of us-and-them mentality, 'them' being Muslims," she said.

"While I have been fortunate not to be attacked, I do feel for people being attacked now within our community, elders, women in particular and other kids who might be going through what I went through all those years ago."

Omar Hashmi said the ongoing counter-terrorism raids, new anti-terror laws, media reporting and community debate about how Australia should help fight Islamic State forces has had effects on the Muslim community.

"The debate is framed in a way to justify going into Iraq," he said.

"Whether you agree with that or not, that has blow back effects onto the Muslim community."

"The current debate has potentially inflamed violence against women on the streets of Australian cities and that has gone unnoticed and unreported in Australia."

"Emotional language is used to rile up people and that causes issues for particularly visible people, especially women in the Muslim community."

Mr Hashmi said the best way to approach the topic would be to take religion out of the debate.

"What we see is fundamentally not a religious issue, it is trends that have occurred over thousands of years," he said.

"Every time a state gets destroyed problems arise and if we view these through the context of human behaviour we will get a much better understanding."

"If you inject religion into it you will just cause misunderstanding and cause problems."

<h4>'What is happening is not Islam'</h4>Canberra Muslim community elder Ahmed
Youssef said the horrific events happening overseas were not Islam.

"It is not part of the religion and it is affecting all the Muslims," he said.

"I would like to see that people refrain from sensationalism both in the media and in the Parliament.

"They think that they can get some votes from this but I don't think so."

Canberra Interfaith Forum secretary Amardeep Singh said there was unease across the multicultural community.

"A lot of Sikh people, particularly the taxi drivers, have faced abusive comments and abusive behaviours and some comments like 'you Muslims go back to your country'," he said.

"I'm not at all saying that it is okay to do that to Muslims, but we are also not Muslims."

Canberra Interfaith Forum president Muhammed Sadar-ud Dean Sahu Khan said many people fear what is different and they do not understand.

"This has to stop," he said.

"Today it is Islam, tomorrow it is going to be the Hindus, the next day it is going to be Judaism.

"This has to stop and the only way that I can see it being stopped is if we all come, irrespective of our faith, as a united voice that these things are not going to be tolerated in Australia but most importantly at the moment in Canberra."
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